School Uniform Policy

The British School in Tokyo
School Uniform Policy
Nursery - Year 13
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Introduction

1.1 All students at The British School in Tokyo (BST) must wear the prescribed BST school
uniform when attending school, or when participating in a school- organised event
outside normal school hours.
1.2 BST will provide parents with a comprehensive uniform list when a child is enrolled.
The BST school uniform is described in detail on the BST Website:
https://www.bst.ac.jp/useful-information/school-uniform
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Aims and objectives

2.1 BST’s school uniform policy aims to:
•

promote a sense of pride in the school and in personal appearance;

•

engender a sense of community and identify students with the school;

•

support positive behaviour and discipline;

•

be practical and smart;

•

prevent students from creating a distraction in class by coming to school in fashion
clothes;

•

make students feel equal to their peers in terms of appearance;

•

take into account health and safety; and

•

provide good value for money by specifying clothing that is hardwearing and
practical.
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Jewellery and Makeup

3.1 On health and safety grounds, BST does not allow students to wear jewellery in
school. The exceptions to this rule are earring studs in pierced ears (one per ear).
Students must either remove these objects, including watches, during PE and games, or
cover them with a plaster, to prevent injury.
3.2 BST does not allow students to wear make up to school, which includes nail varnish.
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Hair

4.1 Hair should be styled neatly. Boys’ hair should be no longer than collar
length, and girls’ long hair should be tied back off the face. Hair accessories should be
plain and discreet and navy blue in colour.
4.2 BST does not permit students to have ‘extreme’ hairstyles that could act as a
distraction to other students.
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Footwear

5.1 BST wants all students to grow into healthy adults. With health and safety in mind,
BST does not allow students to wear platform or high heel shoes. Neither does BST
allow students to wear trainers to school, unless authorised for a specific activity; this
footwear is appropriate for sport or for leisurewear, but is not in keeping with the smart
appearance of a school uniform. BST requires all students to wear shoes as specified in
the uniform list.
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Uniform Checks

6.1 Standards of uniform must be maintained and the policy adhered to. The parents of
children wearing scruffy, worn or non-regulation uniform will be notified and required
to conform with the standards laid out in this document. Staff will support the policy
through frequent uniform checks.
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The Role of Parents

7.1 BST asks all parents to support the school uniform policy. Parents have a duty to send
their children to school correctly dressed and ready for their daily school work. Parents
have the responsibility to ensure that their child has the correct BST school uniform, and
that it is clean, labelled with their child’s name and in good repair.
7.2 Any parent who has comments on the uniform policy or its implementation should
contact the Head of School.
7.3 If a parent wishes a child to wear items of clothing that differ from the school
uniform, for example on religious grounds, the school will look sympathetically at such
a request.
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The role of the Board of Trustees

8.1 The Board of Trustees supports the Head Teacher in implementing BST’s uniform
policy.
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Monitoring and review

9.1 The Board of Trustees will monitor and review BST’s uniform policy by:
•

seeking the views of staff and parents, to ensure that they agree with and support
the policy;

•

considering, with the Head Teacher, any requests from parents for individual
students to have special dispensation with regard to school uniform; and

•

requiring the Head Teacher to report to the Board on the way BST’s uniform policy is
implemented.

